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Abstract: What is time? This very deceptive simple question is the lone most important problem facing science as we go more deep into the fundamentals of the Universe – which is popularly known as crisis in physics or science. All the mysteries physicists and cosmologists face- from the Big Bang theory to the future of the Universe, from the quantum mechanics to the futuristic the unification of physics- all come down to the nature of time. The advancement of science puts milestones by dismissal of illusions. One of the key achievements is the hugely diversified Universe made of very simple rule and element i.e. everything in the Universe is actually made of different combination of protons, neutrons and electrons which are revolving around the nucleus. The protons and neutrons are made of still more elementary particles called quarks. The time is the most pervasive aspect of our everyday experience. We perceive the world as a flow of temporal moments that make up our life. Till date, to the physicists, philosophers and cosmologists, time is the ultimate illusion. Is that everything time bound? It is true that we are time bound and everything else in the world, that we are interact with, are all time bound. But there can be things that are timeless in nature. It is also true that we do not interact with timeless objects because till date, we never found any; whatever we found, all are time bound objects. Is it our inability to do that or is it a property of time bound objects? For example, truth, the truth is one and unique. The shape of truth is not a function of time, in other words, the truth is timeless, and that is why sometime it is popularly known as the ultimate truth to show that it is absolute in nature. For everything in the Universe, there is a timeless ultimate absolute truth exists, although truth is psychologically relative to us because we never know the ultimate truth which is absolute. For example, what is the ultimate elemental structure of the Universe? The answer can be only one which is the ultimate truth of this question; we do not know the answer, but we know one property of it, the elemental structure of the Universe is amazingly simple. It might be possible that there is only one elementary particle responsible for the hugely diversified Universe, but still we do not know the ultimate truth about the elemental structure of the Universe yet. There can be many questions which are timeless in nature. Like, for example, what is the reason for space existence? What is the relationship of time with space? We do not know the answers but we know that there is amazing regularity among elemental space points, all looks the same. So is true with elemental time associated with all elemental space points. Is that an accident that nature hides the timeless ultimate truth from us? Is it the ultimate truth that time gets reborn at next discrete time instant by demolishing the previous time instant? In other words, the time gets rebirth at every time instant and all time bound things accompany or interact with unidirectional making and breaking of time instants within the time itself, thus, all time bound things get rebirth at every time instant as time instant itself takes birth to form next time instant by demolishing the previous time instant. That is the reason we cannot penetrate past or future because they are purely psychological. It is the only discrete time instant that exists is the present time instant. The future-time instant is yet to form to go to the future by demolishing the present time instant. Past time instants are no more exist to be penetrated through. Because the ultimate truth is timeless, human beings cannot interact with truth as we are time bound. This is the reason why the truths of the Universe are always mystery for us. It proves that time bound thing can never interact with timeless thing; on psychological point of view, nature loves to hide. Is that everything time bound? It is true that we are time bound and everything else in the world, that we are interact with, are all time bound. But there can be things that are timeless in nature. It is also true that we do not interact with timeless objects because till date, we never found any; whatever we found, all are time bound objects. Is it our inability to do that or is it a property of time bound objects? For example, truth, the truth is one and unique. The shape of truth is not a function of time, in other words, the truth is timeless, and that is why sometime it is popularly known as the ultimate truth to show that it is absolute in nature. For everything in the Universe, there is a timeless ultimate absolute truth exists, although truth is psychologically relative to us because we never know the ultimate truth which is absolute. For example, what is the ultimate elemental structure of the Universe? The answer can be only one which is the ultimate truth of this question; we do not know the answer, but we know one property of it, the elemental structure of the Universe is amazingly simple. It might be possible that there is only one elementary particle responsible for the hugely diversified Universe, but still we do not know the ultimate truth about the elemental structure of the Universe yet. There can be many questions which are timeless in nature. Like, for example, what is the reason for space existence? What is the relationship of time with space? We do not know the answers but we know that there is amazing regularity among elemental space points, all looks the same. So is true with elemental time associated with all elemental space points. Is that an accident that nature hides the timeless ultimate truth from us? Is it the ultimate truth that time gets reborn at next discrete time instant by demolishing the previous time instant? In other words, the time gets rebirth at every time instant and all time bound things accompany or interact with unidirectional making and breaking of time instants within the time itself, thus, all time bound things get rebirth at every time instant as time instant itself takes birth to form next time instant by demolishing the previous time instant. That is the reason we cannot penetrate past or future because they are purely psychological. It is the only discrete time instant that exists is the present time instant. The future-time instant is yet to form to go to the future by demolishing the present time instant. Past time instants are no more exist to be penetrated through. Because the ultimate truth is timeless, human beings cannot interact with truth as we are time bound. This is the reason why the truths of the Universe are always mystery for us. It proves that time bound thing can never interact with timeless thing; on psychological point of view, nature loves to hide.
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1. Introduction and Theory

It seems that, the mathematical objects are constituted of pure thought [1, 2] – they are not part of the real world [3, 4]. But they are good idealistic model of the many phenomenon of the real world [5, 6]. In that sense, the mathematical objects are timeless [7, 8]. For example – a circle is a set of points equidistant from a single point [9, 10] and a parabola is a set of points equidistant from a point and a line [11, 12]. Amazingly, the path of the all falling objects on the Earth is always a parabola [13, 14]; the particle, whether thrown or dropped, falls with a constant acceleration [15, 16] although parabola came in mathematics way before that the observation of real particle falling on Earth[ 17, 18]. Falling is Universal [19] and a timeless truth- so is the kind of curve that falling bodies trace [20, 21]. It does not matter what the object is made of, how it is put together or what its function is [1, 22]. Nor does it matter how many times, from what height, or with what forward speed we drop or throw the object [23, 24]. We can repeat the experiment thousand times and each time it’s a parabola [25, 26]. A parabola is one of the simplest curves to describe [27]. There can be numerous example of timeless truth, like for example, god exists or god does not exist. Only one option can be correct, which one is correct is the ultimate timeless truth and we do not know the answer. If there is no proof that god exists, then also there is no proof that he does not exist which in turn proofs that nature always loves to hide [28, 29]. If the truth is timeless for physicists, it is eternity for religious people [30]. The time bound and timeless difference made it impossible for human being to find the ultimate truth, in other words, nature will never reveal its mystery to human beings.
2. How Does Object Influence Time?

Although there is nothing called free space, still if we consider a space that is very very far from all objects like planets or stars as the frame of reference and term as free space, then time flow can be modeled as minimum deviation from straight line in the so called free space. It may not be possible to get time curvature as a straight line as we cannot get pure free space with any external influence such as masses and energies.
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*Figure 1*: Because the time curvature is less curved, to keep the same unit vector length of time between space points, the horizontal component of time is large (real part of time- x-axis component is large) – time runs fast in the free space.
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*Figure 2*: Because the time curvature is more curved to keep the same unit vector length of time between space points, as the space points are squeezed in objects (positive deformation of space points to create real objects of various form-solid, liquid and gas) the horizontal component of time is small (real part of time- x-axis component is small) – time runs slow under the influence of real objects.
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*Figure 3*: Because the time curvature is most curved to keep the same unit vector length of time between space points, as the space points are most squeezed in the Black Holes (highest positive deformation of space points to create real objects like Black Holes) the horizontal component of time is least possible (real part of time- x-axis component is least possible) – time runs slowest possible under the influence of real objects like Black Holes.

3. How Psychology interacts With the Cycles of Time of Reference- Which is Ideal Cycles of Time.

Under normal state of mind, say happiness, the psychology interacts with every cycles of time available for an object like Earth.
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*Figure 4*: Psychology interacts with every time instants (Unidirectional).

If we feel suppression or depression time runs slower for us. The reason is that the psychology does not interact with every time instants available. The number of skipping of time instant is directly proportional to the degree of boredom.
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*Figure 5*: Psychological interaction with time instants under slight boredom (Unidirectional) - Every alternative time instant skipping – times runs little slower.
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*Figure 6*: Psychological interaction with time instants under slightly higher degree of boredom (Unidirectional) – Two successive time instants skipping – time runs further slower.

4. Conclusion

What is time? It looks like a very simple question, but the reality is that it is the long term crisis in physics. Decoding the nature of time has become extremely essential to unify physics to have a complete consistent theory of physics that can be application to the entire Universe at a time. All physical theories are partial theories because of lack of knowledge about the time itself. Because the ultimate truth can reveal the mystery of the Universe, but because it is time less, it is impossible for us to reveal the ultimate truth as we are time bound creatures. Thus, nature just loves to hide
everything from us. Objects like Earth or Sun just slow down the temporal movement in the vicinity of these objects, highest slowness of unidirectional time flow can be achieved by the Universe in the vicinity of a Black Hole. Under normal condition psychology interacts with every time instants (which can be termed as ideal cycles of time), thus one can be free from the boredom in this process. But under adverse conditions psychology skips some time instants and interacts with some time instants, thus we feel boredom. The number of time instants skipping is directly proportional to the degree of boredom – time runs slower and slower according to the degree of boredom. We can never achieve the time less truth or the ultimate truth; the mystery of nature can never be completely revealed by human race- we have no option but to be happy with partial theories only.
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